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ee strategies for polymerization of
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In this paper, we have studied the effect of both hard confinement (nanoporous membranes treated as

nanoreactors) and high pressure (compression of system) on the progress of free-radical (FRP) and

reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerizations of selected hardly polymerizable,

sterically hindered imidazolium-based ionic monomer 1-octyl-3-vinylimidazolium

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide ([OVIM][NTf2]). These two innovative approaches, affecting (in

a different way) the free volume of the polymerizing system, allows the reduction of the number of toxic

substrates/catalysts, satisfying the requirement of green chemistry. It was found that at both conditions

(high compression and confinement) the polymerizability of monomer, as well as the control over the

reaction and the properties of the produced polyelectrolytes, have increased significantly. However, it

should be added that there were noticeable differences between FRP carried out under confinement

and at high pressures. Interestingly, by appropriate variation in thermodynamic conditions, it was

possible to synthesize polymers of moderate molecular weight (Mn � 58 kg mol�1) and relatively low

dispersity (Đ � 1.7); while for the reaction performed within AAO pores of varying diameter (d ¼ 35 nm

and d ¼ 150 nm), macromolecules of higher Mn but slightly broader dispersity indices (Đ � 2.2–2.7) were

recovered. On the other hand, RAFT polymerization carried out under confinement and at elevated

pressures yielded polymers with well-defined properties. Noteworthy is also the fact that

nanopolymerization leads to polymers of comparable Mn to those obtained at high-pressure studies but

at significantly shorter reaction time (t � 2 hours). We believe that the presented data clearly

demonstrated that both examined approaches (the compression and application of alumina templates,

treated as nanoreactors) could be successfully used as additional driving forces to polymerize sterically

hindered monomers and produce well-defined polymers in relatively short times. At the same time, it

should be mentioned that both proposed polymerization methods enabled us to omit the addition of

metal-based initiators/catalysts, which seem to be a crucial step towards further development of the

alternative green synthesis of polyelectrolytes in the future.
Introduction

The synthesis of tailored macromolecules is a signicant goal of
the current polymer chemistry. For this purpose, many various
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methods have been proposed and developed. In this context, it
is worth mentioning the most popular pseudo-living free-
radical polymerization techniques (LRP)1 such as atom trans-
fer radical polymerization (ATRP),2 nitroxide-mediated
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polymerization (NMP)3 or reversible addition-fragmentation
chain transfer polymerization (RAFT).4 The critical factor in all
these methods is to keep the concentration of the radicals and
the number of growing chains as low as possible. As a conse-
quence, the side reactions including termination and chain-
transfer can be effectively eliminated resulting in the
synthesis of polymers with a well-dened structure, topology,
controlled molecular weights, narrow molecular weight distri-
butions, and stereochemistry. However, despite the signicant
progress in this eld, some monomers/groups of monomers
cannot be polymerized or polymerization is not effective with
the use of LRP due to some thermodynamic and kinetic limi-
tations. The classic examples of that are (i) sterically hindered
monomers such as a-substituted acrylates, and (ii) monomers
characterized by strong specic intermolecular interactions
such as H-bonds or ionic liquids, where coulombic interactions
play an essential role. In this context, one can mention a quite
interesting group of imidazolium-based ionic liquids (IL) with
different lengths of aliphatic side chains as additional steric
hindrances satisfying both criteria to become hardly polymer-
izable monomers. Interestingly, although the synthesis of
imidazolium-based poly(ionic liquid)s (PIL)s via FRP has been
widely described in the literature,5–8 previous attempts to poly-
merize those monomers under LRP conditions resulted in a low
or moderate molecular weight polyelectrolyte with linear or
block topologies (Mn lower than 200.0 kDa) and relatively high
dispersities (Đ ¼ 1.27–2.23).9–11 Moreover, polymerization
effectiveness signicantly dropped with the increase in the size
of pendant alkyl chain as an additional steric hindrance. In fact,
for the butyl or octyl moieties, the progress of polymerization
was less favored, yielding lowmolecular weight PILs with higher
dispersity. Therefore to overcome low polymerizability of these
kinds of materials, where standard LRP fails, other alternative
methods must be developed. Our very recent studies clearly
indicated that the high pressure could be an additional driving
force for the polymerization allowing effective polymerization
even in the sterically hindered, strongly interacting ionic
monomers. Just to remind that at high compression an increase
in the conversion of ILs and better control over polymerization
was achieved. Consequently, we were able to produce well-
dened PILs of higher Mn up to 450.0 kg mol�1 and narrow
dispersities (Đ � 1.10). Our results are in line with the previous
reports showing that at high pressure polymerization speeds
up, side reactions are limited or well-dened stereopolymers or
macromolecules of very high molecular weight and low dis-
persity not attainable at ambient pressure can be
synthesized.12,13

An alternative and attractive method to synthesize polymers
of tailored properties developed in recent years is the applica-
tion of the geometrical constraint conditions. As widely re-
ported in the literature, the appropriate variation in the size and
functionality of constraining media allows to controlling basic
properties like molecular weight, dispersity, and tacticity of the
produced polymers.14–19 As a consequence, the connement
conditions gives us the remarkable possibility of producing
materials of designed properties and dened morphology, i.e.,
nanowires or nanotubules, dependently on the applied
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
nanoreactors, what might be of great importance, especially for
the electronic application in, i.e., lithium-ion batteries,20 solar
batteries21 and/or fuel cells.22,23 It should also be pointed out
that over the years many theories have been developed to
explain the role of nanoreactors in the progress of polymeriza-
tion. Many of them consider a positive impact of the conned
medium on the stabilization of the propagating radicals. That,
in turn, leads to the suppression of the termination step and
more controlled nature of the polymerization. Although, one
has to emphasize that due to the strong impact of the nanoscale
spatial restriction and surface interactions, on the dynamics,
mobility, diffusion of the conned monomers and growing
polymers, the progress of polymerization in these conditions
still remains poorly understood. Additionally, one can stress
that recently Kipnusu et al.24 have demonstrated that also the
free volume is highly affected in nanochannels. Therefore, one
should also take into account the variation in density (which
seems to be lower under connements with respect to the bulk
material) on the progress of polymerization.

Since hard connement and high pressure affect the density
of the materials in a completely different way, a unique
opportunity to probe the impact of free volume on the progress
of free-radical and RAFT polymerization appeared. Therefore in
this paper, we have studied the impact of the high pressure
(high-density sample) and nanoporous templates (more free
volume) on the progress of the FRP and RAFT of 1-octyl-3-
vinylimidazolium bis(triuoromethanesulfonyl)imide [OVIM]
[NTf2]. Herein, it should be mentioned that the choice of the
monomer has not been accidental. Our previous investigations
have shown that, independently on the counterion, with
increasing size of the pendant alkyl chain polymerizability of
the imidazolium-based monomer decreased signicantly. For
the butyl and octyl side chains, only oligomers or very low
molecular weight polymers were recovered for the RAFT reac-
tions performed at ambient pressure.25 Such a scenario resulted
from the tendency of the reaction systems to form ordered
nanostructures, where the critical length of alkyl chain for
nanoorganization begins from a butyl moiety (n $ 4). At higher
compression, this problem has been solved.26 In the current
contribution, we have expanded our investigation and probe
progress of FRP and RAFT of [OVIM][NTf2] at similar thermo-
dynamic conditions and in AAO templates. In this context, it
should be highlighted that a majority of the work published in
literature is devoted to nanopolymerization of quite typical
monomers such as styrene, methyl methacrylate, DGEBA-
amine, urethanes, which do not provide any problems with
the bulk polymerization. In contrast herein, we examined
hardly polymerizable sterically hindered monomer, which is
characterized by the ability to nanostructure ordering and
strong coulombic interactions. Our studies clearly indicated
that polymerizability and control over the polymerization had
been signicantly improved concerning the reaction carried out
at ambient pressure yielding polymers of larger Mw and lower
dispersity in much shorter times. Moreover, it was demon-
strated that by appropriate manipulations of the temperature
and pressure it was possible to control the progress of FRP (it
mimics CRP) and obtain polymers of lower dispersities.
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 6396–6408 | 6397
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Additionally, due to the catalytic effect of both compression and
spatial restriction, it was possible to limit the number of
reagents resulting in the simplication of the reaction system
and eliminate toxic compounds being the part of initiators/
catalysts.

Materials and methods
Materials

2,20-azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, 0.2 M solution in
toluene), 2-(dodecylthiocarbonothioylthio)propionic acid
(CTA), 1-vinylimidazole, iodomethane, ethyl bromide, dimethyl
sulfoxide-d6 and LiNTf2 were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
The nanoporous aluminum oxide membranes of d ¼ 150 nm
used in this study were supplied from Synkera Co. On the other
hand, AAO membranes with the pore diameter of d ¼ 35 nm
were prepared by two-step anodization of aluminum in stirred
0.3 M H2C2O4 at 25 �C.27 The chemical structure of investigated
compounds is presented in Fig. 1 together with the scheme of
applied AAO templates. Details concerning properties of AAO
templates can be found in the ESI.†

Instruments

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Proton nuclear
magnetic resonance (1H NMR) spectra were recorded using
a Bruker Ascend 600 spectrometer operating at 600 MHz in
DMSO-d6 as a solvent. Standard experimental conditions and
the standard Bruker program were used. 1H NMR analysis
conrmed the conventional structure for all polyelectrolytes.
Based on the results of NMR spectra we determined the
conversion of each monomer, the degree of polymerization
(DPn), and the number-average molecular weight of the polymer
(Mn, th). Note that full spectroscopic assignments, as well as the
1H NMR spectrum taken from the polymerization mixture, is
presented in the ESI.†

Gel permeation chromatography. Molecular weights and
dispersities were determined by gel permeation chromatog-
raphy (GPC) with a Viscotek GPC Max VE 2001 and a Viscotek
Fig. 1 The chemical structure of the monomer (a), initiator (b) and CTA
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TDA 305 triple detection (refractometer, viscosimeter, and low
angle laser light scattering). The OmniSec 5.12 was used for data
processing. The apparatus was used in the triple detection
mode, and absolute molecular weights (Mn and Mw) and dis-
persities (Đ) obtained with calibration with a polystyrene stan-
dard. It should be pointed out that the characterization of
polyelectrolytes, including imidazolium-based PILs by Gel
Permeation Chromatography (GPC), is challenging owing to
interactions of the ionic polymer with GPC columns. However,
Matyjaszewski et al. proposed a universal method to charac-
terize the molecular weight and its distribution of poly-
electrolytes composed of imidazole polycations with
bis(triuoromethanesulfonyl)imide (NTf2) counter-anions.28 By
adding 10 mM of LiTFSI in the THF as eluent interactions
between polyelectrolyte and GPC columns could seemingly be
avoided. Thus, the measurements were carried out in THF
containing 10 mM LiNTf 2 as the solvent at 35 �C and a ow rate
of 1 ml min�1. Note that in case of GPC measurements of
polymers produced under nanoconnement, the polymer
sample recovered from the AAO templates by a wash with THF
was rst freeze-dried under vacuum, then washed with water
and again freeze-dried under vacuum. Measurements were
carried out in 250 ml vial inserts with a ow rate of 0.9 ml min�1.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry. Calorimetric measure-
ments of the isothermal reaction were carried out by Mettler-
Toledo DSC apparatus equipped with a liquid nitrogen cool-
ing accessory and an HSS8 ceramic sensor (heat ux sensor with
120 thermocouples). Temperature and enthalpy calibrations
were performed by using indium and zinc standards. The
sample was prepared in an open aluminum crucible (40 ml)
outside the DSC apparatus. Immediately aer the reaction,
samples were scanned at a rate of 10 K min�1 over a tempera-
ture range from 140 K to room temperature.

Raman spectroscopy. Raman measurements were carried
out using a WITec alpha300 R system equipped with a He–Ne
laser (l ¼ 633 nm at 30 mW of power) and a high sensitivity
back-illuminated Newton CCD camera. An air Olympus MPLAN
(50�/0.76NA) objective was used. Time-series spectra were
(c) and the structure of applied AAO templates (d).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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obtained in the 500–3800 cm�1 range by 10 scans with an
integration time of 10 s and a resolution of 3 cm�1. Measure-
ments were performed at T ¼ 333 K using a THMS600 Linkam
stage with a temperature stabilization of �0.5 �C within inter-
vals of 300 s. All data were manipulated by performing a base-
line correction and cosmic ray removal. The spectrometer's
monochromator was calibrated using the Raman scattering line
of a silicon plate (520.7 cm�1).
Procedures

Preparation of AAO templates of pore diameter d ¼ 35 nm. A
high-purity aluminum foil (99.999%, Goodfellow) was
degreased in ethanol and electropolished at T ¼ 10 �C in
a stirred mixture of HClO4 and C2H5OH (1 : 4 vol) at 20 V for
3 min. The rst anodizing step was performed at 45 V for 1 h.
The resulting porous alumina layer was removed by chemical
etching in a mixture of 6 wt% H3PO4 and 1.8 wt% H2Cr2O4 at T
¼ 45 �C for 12 h. Subsequently, second anodization was per-
formed at 45 V for 5 h. In order to fabricate through-hole AAO
membranes, oxide layers were electrochemically detached in
a mixture of HClO4 and C2H5OH (1 : 1 vol) at T ¼ 0 �C by
applying three anodic pulses of 60 V for 3 s each. The pulses
were separated by pauses of 3 s. Finally, free-standing AAO
membranes were chemically etched in 5 wt%H3PO4 at 40 �C for
5 min.27

Ionic monomers method synthesis. 1-octyl-3-
vinylimidazolium bis(triuoromethanesulfonyl)imide was
synthesized according to procedures described previously.26

Ambient pressure RAFT and free radical polymerizations of
[OVIM][NTf2]. In the case of RAFT polymerization, the following
mixture was prepared: [OVIM][NTf2] (1 g, 1.72 mmol), CTA
(1.51 mg, 0.0043 mmol), AIBN (0.7 ml, 0.000344 mmol), and
DMSO (1.3 ml) were placed in a ask with a magnetic stirring
bar, whereas for free radical polymerization similar procedure
was used for [OVIM][NTf2] (1 g, 1.72 mmol), AIBN (0.7 ml,
0.000344 mmol), and DMSO (1.3 ml). The polymerization was
quenched aer a predetermined time by cooling and exposing
the reaction mixture to air. The polymer was isolated by ultra-
ltration in methanol using a membrane (Millipore, Regen-
erated Cellulose, YM10, NMWL: 1000), and then dried under
vacuum to constant mass. Aer ultraltration and drying each
sample under vacuum to constant mass, polymers presented
different phase depending on the molecular weight; low and
moderate molecular weight PILs (Mn up to 50 kg mol�1) was
high viscous materials, whereas high molecular weight PILs
took the form of solid.

High-pressure RAFT and free radical polymerizations of
[OVIM][NTf2]. All high-pressure polymerizations were carried
out in 4 ml Teon ampoules in a high-pressure microreactor
purchased from UniPress. Aer the vial with reaction mixture
was purged with nitrogen for 20 min, the ask was immersed in
a Teon ampoule. The reactor includes a hydraulic press model
LCP20, and a pressure reaction vessel equipped with a temper-
ature controller.

RAFT and free radical polymerizations of [OVIM][NTf2]
under connement. The reaction mixture was prepared with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
followed conditions: [OVIM][NTf2] (3 g, 5.16 mmol), CTA
(4.53 mg, 0.013 mmol), AIBN (2.1 ml, 0.00103 mmol), and DMSO
(3.9 ml). The mixture was transferred into the ask together
with the AAO membrane. Note that prior to lling, AAO
membranes were dried in an oven at T ¼ 100 �C under vacuum
to remove any volatile impurities from the nanochannels. Aer
completing the inltration process, the surface of AAO
membrane was dried, and the excess sample on the surface
removed mechanically, where the surface of the membrane was
cleaned by a paper towel to moment when it was dry. In the
experiment, we used membranes of different pores diameter:
150 and 35 nm. The total amount of reaction mixture incorpo-
rated into AAO membrane found to be �6 mg.

Results and discussion
High-pressure effect

As the rst step of our investigation, we have performed FRP of
[OVIM][NTf2] at ambient pressure conditions to compare poly-
merization rates and properties of the synthesized poly-
electrolytes to those produced previously with the use of
ambient pressure RAFT25 (see Table 1). Polymerizations were
carried out in DMSO (100% v/v to monomer) with 0.5 wt% of
AIBN, resulting in a very low monomer conversion reaching
a maximum consumption a �12% within 48 h (IV), which is
comparable to our previous results for RAFT process.26

However, it should be highlighted that this traditional and
uncontrolled FRP did not allow to produce polymers of both
high Mn and low dispersity. Herein, the synthesized poly-
electrolytes were characterized by Mn up to 37.0 kg mol�1 and
broad dispersity indices (Đ ¼ 2.2–2.8). In contrast, Mn of poly-
mers prepared by RAFT was much higher up to 49.2 kg mol�1

and revealed more homogeneous structures as evidenced by
narrow disperisities (Đ ¼ 1.3).26

In order to check whether selectivity along with the slow rate
typical for the polymerization of this ionic monomer at ambient
conditions can be enhanced, we decided to investigate the
progress of the FRP at elevated pressure conditions (p ¼
500 MPa, 800 MPa, and 1200 MPa). It was expected that by
variation in density and viscosity (due to compression), one
could enhance propagation and retard the initiation and
termination rates in examined systems. Interestingly, as
revealed by the linear dependences of the semilogarithmic
kinetic plots of ln([M]0/[M]t) versus time (see Fig. 2) and Mn

versus conversion versus Đ (see Fig. 3a), the “pseudo-living”
character of FRP has been achieved for each of the applied high
pressures: 500 MPa (V–VIII), 800 MPa (IX–XII) and 1200 MPa
(XIII–XV) (see Table 1, the rst values ofMn and Đ in Table 1 are
corresponding to a main polymeric fraction, whereas the
second one to an additional fraction). At p¼ 500 MPa, a value of
the overall rate of polymerization (k) reaches k ¼ 2.6107 � 10�5

s�1 for the Rp[M]�1[I]�1/2 ratio calculated from the straight line,
which is close to the one determined for the reaction carried out
at p ¼ 800 MPa (k ¼ 2.65889 � 10�5 s�1). That indicates that the
rate of polymerization is not or very weakly affected by a rela-
tively strong increase in pressure (Dp ¼ 300 MPa). However,
further increase in pressure by Dp ¼ 700 MPa (from 500 MPa to
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 6396–6408 | 6399



Table 1 FRP of [OVIM][NTf2] performed at macroscale under ambient and elevated pressure

No Pressure [MPa] Time [h] Conversiona [%] Mn
b [kg mol�1] Đb

I 0.1 5 3 — —
II 12 9 — —
III 24 10 8.3 2.1
IV 48 12 27.1 2.7
V 500 5 30 380.4 2.4
VI 10 49 680.2/18.2 2.6/1.8
VII 24 68 1250.0/10.4 2.8/1.6
VIII 48 >99 1560.0/25.6 4.9/1.8
IX 800 5 23 9.1/2.3 2.1
X 10 48 10.2/8.2 1.9/1.6
XI 24 74 528.0/48.5 2.5/1.5
XII 48 >99 820.0/32.6 2.7/1.8
XIII 1200 5 18 38.2 1.9
XIV 24 35 58.1 1.7
XV 96 69 102.8 2.1

Conditions: for FRP 0.5 wt% of AIBN, [OVIM][NTf2]/DMSO ¼ 1/1 vol%; for LRP:[MVIM][NTf2]0/[AIBN]0/[CTA]0 ¼ 400/0.2/1; DMSO-
100 vol%.a Determined by 1H NMR, DMSO-d6, 600 MHz. Mnth ¼ MW of monomer � [[M]0/[CTA]0] � conversion + MW of CTA.b Determined by
GPC-LALLS, THF containing 10 mM LiNTf as the solvent, 35 �C, calculated dn/dc ¼ 0.020. Note that the rst value of Mn and Đ is related to the
main polymeric fraction.

RSC Advances Paper
1200 MPa) dramatically decreases the polymerization rate
resulting in much lower k value (k ¼ 3.20927 � 10�7 s�1, where
conversion decreases from 68% (VII) to 35% (XIV) aer 24 h).
Note that the similar effect, i.e. a decrease in the reaction rate at
higher compression has been observed for the RAFT polymeri-
zations of OVIM.26 In that case, linear dependences of ln([M]0/
[M]t) versus time plot was observed only at 500 MPa, but when
pressure has increased to 800 MPa, some deviation in the
linearity occurred. This scenario results from the fact that at
lower pressure a critical value of the viscosity is reached at
higher conversion, whereas as the pressure increases, this value
moved towards the lower ones. If the system reaches a critical
Fig. 2 Pseudo-first-order kinetic plot versus conversion for RAFT and
800 MPa (b) and p ¼ 1200 MPa (c).

6400 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 6396–6408
value of viscosity, the diffusion of the polymeric chain-ends and
reversible chain transfer processes seem to proceed more slowly
with respect to the propagation rate.

The inuence of pressure on the polymerizability of [OVIM]
[NTf2] is shown in Fig. 3b, where the plot of the logarithm of an
apparent rate of polymerization (Rp ¼ k[P*][M]) is presented as
a function of pressure, where [P*] is the concentration of
propagating free-radicals, [M] is the monomer concentration,
and k is the rate coefficient for propagation. In the case of RAFT
and FRP processes, the logarithm of the rate of polymerization
increased linearly with pressure up to 500 MPa, and then
gradually decreased at the higher pressure 800 MPa for RAFT
free-radical polymerization of [OVIM][NTf2] at p ¼ 500 MPa (a), p ¼

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 3 Dependence of absolute Mn vs. conversion and Đ vs. conversion of P[OVIM][NTf2] produced at p ¼ 500 MPa, p ¼ 800 MPa and p ¼
1200 MPa. Note that theMn andĐ values corresponding to a main polymeric fraction (a), and polymerizability factor as a function of pressure for
FRP and RAFT of [OVIM][NTf2] (b).
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and 1200 MPa for FRP, respectively. The overall activation
volumes, DV, of polymerization were calculated from:

DV ¼ �RT

�
v½ln k�
vp

�
T

(1)

where R is the gas constant. From the cubic ts the pressure
dependence of ln(Rp) for RAFT and FRP experiments, we
calculated activation volumes such as DV ¼ �31 cm3 mol�1 and
DV ¼ �9.9 cm3 mol�1 for RAFT and FRP, respectively in the
limit of low pressure (p ¼ 0.1 MPa). Herein one can mention
that similar values of DV were reported for the high pressure to
free radical polymerization of styrene.29 As can be seen in Fig. 3b
the impact of the compression on polymerization rate is much
stronger in the case of RAFT reaction (k varies in the broader
range). In addition, as expected the FRP process performed at
ambient pressure is also characterized by a higher rate with
respect to the RAFT one.

The nal step of our investigation was to demonstrate the
effect of high pressure on the basic properties of poly-
electrolytes produced via FRP. It turned out that the molecular
weight of the synthesized PILs decreased from 1250 kg mol�1

(500 MPa) to 58.1 kg mol�1 (1200 MPa) with pressure. Addi-
tionally, a signicant drop in dispersity of the macromolecules
produced at higher compression has been observed, indicating
a much better control over the polymerization at more dense
and viscous samples (Đ¼ 5 versus Đ¼ 1.7 for p¼ 500 MPa and p
¼ 1200 MPa, respectively). An increase in pressure upon FRP
allows to produce polymers of lower molecular weights but
much better properties as revealed by the shape of the GPC
traces which changed from nonsymmetric and bimodal
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
characteristic for the reactions performed at p ¼ 500 MPa and p
¼ 800 MPa to a symmetric, and monomodal one for the poly-
merization carried out at p ¼ 1200 MPa (see ESI†). That
conrms our thesis that the termination by recombination of
radicals must be signicantly suppressed under these condi-
tions. However, considering the fact that under high-pressure
conditions transfer reaction are promoted, we may assume
that in fact some of them have occurred. We carried out also an
additional experiment for FRP at p ¼ 1200 MPa to show the
effect of extending the polymerization time (up to 96 h) on the
progress of reaction and properties of the resulting polymer.
Interestingly, for such conditions the ‘pseudo-living’ nature of
polymerization was still achieved and Mn of P[OVIM] increased
linearly with the conversion, reaching a value of Mn ¼ 102.8 kg
mol�1; however, the polymer was characterized by broader
dispersity index compared to the result determined from the
reaction aer 24 h (Đ ¼ 2.1 versus Đ ¼ 1.7).

As shown above, the strong impact of pressure on polymer-
ization of [OVIM] has been demonstrated. That includes the
inuence of compression on (i) polymerizability of sterically
hindered ionic monomer, (ii) the rate of various steps of reac-
tion, (iii) the basic properties of produced polyelectrolytes. In
the case of the rst aspect, the pressure is known to overcome to
certain extent steric congestion allowing the production of
polymers of higher molecular weight. This might be considered
from both the thermodynamic and kinetic points of view. The
rst one is connected to the fact that steric congestion decreases
the polymerization exothermicity and ceiling temperature Tc
value due to some interactions of the rigid surroundings on the
polymer backbone. Note that the Tc value is dened as the
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 6396–6408 | 6401
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equilibrium temperature above which the polymerization
becomes thermodynamically impossible. On the other hand
from the kinetic point of view, the steric hindrance effect slows
down the propagation step and decreases the monomer overall
polymerizability. To look more deeply into this problem
following aspects should be considered. First, the initiation rate
is slightly reduced by compression since the application of this
thermodynamic variable affects viscosity, that control diffusion
of reacting chemical species as well as the kinetics of initiator
decomposition. It is related to the so-called cage effect and an
experimental nding demonstrating that at varying thermody-
namic conditions thermal decomposition of thermoinitiators
such as AIBN might be signicantly retarded. In fact in ref. 30 it
was clearly shown that the initiation efficiency in some solvents
(e.g., toluene) is independent of the temperature and decreases
seemingly with pressure due to suppression of the decomposi-
tion of the initiator.31 Interestingly this corroborates with the
general rule saying that association like reaction such as poly-
merization are characterized rather by negative activation
volume which means that they are preferred at higher
compression. On the other hand decomposition processes have
negative activation volumes indicating that they are slowed
down at these conditions. Therefore, the concentration of free
radical in the polymerizing system at elevated pressures is most
likely much lower with respect to the reaction carried out at p ¼
0.1 MPa. As a consequence of that, we can reproduce in some
way conditions of controlled/‘pseudo-living’ radical polymeri-
zation (LRP) for the FRP, that is basically the uncontrolled
process. In the case of propagation, pressure signicantly
accelerates this step with the slight increase in the rate of
transfer processes. As we showed the reaction rate increases
signicantly up to 500 MPa, and then gradually decreases at the
very high-pressure regime. Such a scenario can be attributed to
the changes in viscosity and was observed for both FRP and
RAFT (Fig. 3b). Note that at these thermodynamic conditions,
the viscosity of the polymerized sample must be very high.
However, with increasing pressure, this trend surprisingly
changed dramatically. As a consequence, at higher compression
progress of the RAFT is much faster. We suppose that it is an
effect of both: (i) the steric congestion of [OVIM][NTf2] that
affects both the thermodynamics and kinetics of the polymeri-
zation (competition between viscosity and Tc) and (ii) differ-
ences between the mechanism of FRP and RAFT. In the case of
RAFT and FRP polymerizations performed at the lowest pres-
sures (p¼ 0.1 MPa or p¼ 250MPa), the values of Tc and reaction
temperature are probably close to each other (60 �C), indicating
that depropagation also inuences on the polymerizability. On
the other hand, for reaction performed above 500 MPa, the
propagation–depropagation equilibrium is shied during the
polymerization resulting in increasing the Tc. Coming back to
the chain transfer that is the reaction between a large radical
and a small molecule, pressure accelerates this process, but this
effect is much smaller than in the case of propagation step. This
is evidenced by the constant value of molecular weights at high
pressures, which results from the increased efficiency of various
transfer reactions leading to the termination of the growing
radical chain. Unfortunately, we observed some chain transfer
6402 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 6396–6408
processes, but the determination of which type of them
provides the dominant effect (chain transfer to initiator,
monomer, solvent or polymer) requires an additional experi-
ment performed at various initiator/monomer/solvent ratios.
Moreover, we suppose that in the studied herein systems the
transfer to initiator process is unlikely and even it if does occurs
to a very small extent. We also used DMSO as the solvent
characterized by the high dielectric constant and low transfer
value which might signicantly decrease both the viscosity
effect and chain transfer to solvent allowing to gain better
control over the reaction. Finally, the termination step that is
diffusion controlled process decrease at elevated pressure. In
this context, at high pressure, the termination reaction has
retarded due to the increase in viscosity. It should be stressed
that in the polymerizing systems of very high density and
viscosity an opportunity to create conditions mimicking LRP,
where most likely the concentration of the propagating radicals
and the rate of propagations are quite small appeared. Note that
to better understanding mechanistically all the reaction steps
occurring at elevated pressure more experiments including
determination of the half-life of both free radical organic initi-
ators and the propagating chain should be performed. However,
it is worth mentioning that such studies are challenging to
perform at elevated pressures. Taking into account the effect of
high pressure on the basic properties of polyelectrolytes two
main aspects should be reected: the possibility to obtain
polymers of very high Mn and possessing better properties
(lower dispersity, higher functionalization) compared to those
produced via FRP at ambient pressure. Just to mention that at
most extreme conditions polyelectrolytes of pretty low dis-
persity around 1.7 were produced.
Connement effect

Next, we examined the effect of two dimensional (2D) geomet-
rical restriction on the overall behavior of FR and RAFT poly-
merization of [OVIM][NTf2]. Both kinds of polymerizations were
carried out within nanoporous alumina (AAO) membranes of
different pore diameter, d ¼ 150 and 35 nm. The applied
constrain media as a nanoporous template made of aluminum
oxide (Al2O3) composed of uniaxial channels (open from both
sides) with well-dened pore size, d (see Fig. 1c). This matrix is
an extremely stable medium, which might be reused repeatedly
aer the proper purication. One can note that at the moment
many different constrained geometries are commonly used as
nanoreactors, i.e., meso and microporous zeolites, inclusion
complexes, liquid and organic crystals and micelles,32 giving us
a remarkable and easy opportunity to perform polymerization
reaction that allows synthesizing materials of unique physico-
chemical properties, i.e., morphologies controlled at the nano-
scale. The progress of the FRP and RAFT nano reactions was
followed by using both 1H NMR and Raman Spectroscopies,
while the reaction products were characterized by Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC).

Representative Raman spectra for [OVIM][NTf2] monomer
incorporated into the alumina membranes with d ¼ 150 nm
recorded at different times of the process (at the beginning and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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the end) were presented in Fig. 5a. It is crucial to note that
[OVIM][NTf2] spectra recorded for RAFT and FR reactions are
very similar due to the presence in the system almost the same
reagents (monomer, solvent, AIBN). The only difference in
chemical composition was addition trithiocarbonate-based CTA
in case of the RAFT polymerization. Although, one should note
that the concentration of this compound was very low. There-
fore, Raman spectra were compared to each other. The subtle
variations in the band position, intensity or full width at half
maximum were strictly related to the structure of the growing
chains of the polymer during the reaction. The change in the
integral intensities, I, of the bands ascribed to the vibration of
methylene (C]CH2) groups in vinyl moieties of [OVIM][NTf2]
monomer were used to monitor the kinetics of the investigated
reaction. Furthermore, a drop in the intensity of these bands
with time was a clear indicator of the progress of RAFT and FR
polymerization and enabled us to construct the kinetic curves
for the reactions normalized according to the following
equation:

aRaman ¼ (I � I0)/(Ieq � I0) (2)

where aRaman is the conversion calculated from the Raman
measurements, I mean the integral intensity at a given time, I0
is the initial integral intensity, and Ieq is the integrated intensity
in the plateau region. The analysis of the time dependence of
the integral intensities of characteristic bands has indicated
that polymerization proceeds upon the time and observed
changes originate from the breakage of the vinyl group, which
transforms into an alkane backbone s reaction proceeds. This
scenario was observed in all examined membranes both for
RAFT as well as FRP. One can also observe the presence of
characteristic bands of the alkane backbone even in the rst
spectrum that most likely originates from the very fast poly-
merization process, which has taken place already at the
moment of monomer lling or heating of the sample to the
desired temperature conditions T ¼ 333 K.

Next, to check the character of the FRP and RAFT polymer-
ization under connement, ln(1 � aRaman) was plotted versus
time. Consequently, we obtained a series of linear dependencies
that clearly demonstrated a pseudo-living nature of polymeri-
zation in both types of reactions. Furthermore, from the tting
data presented in Fig. 4d and g to the linear function, poly-
merization rates k of the FRP and RAFT polymerization carried
out in pores of varying diameter were calculated. As expected,
both k values estimated for FRP and RAFT nanopolymerizations
at d ¼ 150 nm were close to each other and reached k ¼ 2.76945
� 10�4 s�1 and k ¼ 2.14677 � 10�4 s�1, respectively. However,
the crucial difference in the reaction rates between FRP and
RAFT nanopolymerizations was observed for the polymerization
performed in pores of d ¼ 35 nm (k ¼ 6.65803 � 10�5 s�1 versus
k ¼ 1.03598 � 10�5 s�1, respectively), where the RAFT of OVIM
proceeded unexpectedly slow. To explain the discrepancy
between rates determined for the RAFT and FRP carried out in
AAO pores, one can refer to GPC measurements that clearly
demonstrated quite large dispersity of the polymers synthesized
via FRP under connements. In fact, GPC-LALLS analysis
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
revealed a bimodal shape of the traces suggesting that there are
at least two fractions of polymers characterized by many
different molecular weights being an effect of chain transfer
processes. On the other hand, the trace of the polymer produced
via the RAFT reaction revealed symmetric and unimodal shape
without any additional polymeric fractions or tailing indicating
that side reactions including chain transfer are strongly
reduced or suppressed in this kind of polymerization (see ESI†).
Note that k values estimated for FRP and RAFT nano-
polymerizations were almost two orders of magnitude higher
compared to those calculated from the high-pressure reactions.
Moreover, it is worthwhile to comment that with increasing
pressure FRP polymerization become slower with respect to the
RAFT. On the other hand in the case of nanopolymerization, the
opposite effect was observed. Herein with decreasing pore
diameter (higher degree of connement), RAFT polymerization
proceeded much slower. These effects must be related to
a difference in mechanism of both kinds of polymerization.
However, to nd a proper explanation of this phenomenon,
further studies are highly required.

The nanopolymerization conditions and properties of
produced polyelectrolytes are presented in Table 2. As it can be
seen, the FR polymerization performed in AAO nanochannels is
signicantly enhanced in comparison to the macroscale reac-
tions carried out at ambient and elevated pressure, leading to
a much higher reaction rate and shorter reaction times. The
inuence of the pore diameter on the polymerization rate and
properties of the produced polyelectrolytes was also observed.
The polymerization performed within pores of d ¼ 150 nm
proceeded at a faster rate compared to the other one (d ¼ 35
nm), reaching 81%monomer conversion aer 2 hours; whereas
at the same time, the consumption of [OVIM][NTf2] for d ¼
35 nm was 30% lower (a �51%). In addition, the synthesized
polymers were characterized bymoderateMn¼ 88.1 kgmol�1 or
very high Mn ¼ 580.2 kg mol�1 absolute molecular weights and
high molecular weight distributions (Đ ¼ 2.7 versus Đ ¼ 3.1)
depending on the pore diameter, d ¼ 35 nm and d ¼ 150 nm,
respectively. Since macromolecules produced via FRP nano-
polymerization revealed the heterogeneous structure of poly-
meric chains as indicated by broader dispersity indices; it is
obvious that such methodology is not suitable for the prepara-
tion of well-dened polyelectrolytes. In contrast to the above
results, the RAFT polymerizations proceeded in slightly slower
rate, reaching a lower consumption of monomer that is 12% for
d¼ 35 nm and 71% for d¼ 150 nmwithin 2 hours. Additionally,
an unexpected very slow reaction rate for the experiment per-
formed at d ¼ 35 nm resulted in the polymer of low molecular
weight Mn ¼ 20.6 kg mol�1 and relatively high dispersity Đ ¼
1.39. However, the most outstanding result, concerning the
application of RAFT nanopolymerization, is related to the
synthesis of the well-dened polymer ofMn¼ 509 kgmol�1 (Đ¼
1.18) by using membranes of d ¼ 150 nm. Comparing the
inuence of pore diameter on both kinetics of RAFT and FRP
and properties of yielded polymers similar dependences have
been noted. Both reactions proceeded with higher rates at pores
of 150 nm in respect to 35 nm, while for RAFT reaction this
effect was much higher (for RAFT conversion aer 2 hours
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 6396–6408 | 6403



Fig. 4 Panel (a): representative Raman spectra collected upon RAFT and FRP polymerization (spectra collected upon both polymerization
reactions are without major differences) with highlighted assignments for themarker bands for the confined OVIM systemmeasured at T¼ 333 K
at the beginning (green spectrum) and at the end of reaction (blue spectrum). Grey and pink arrows indicate the decrease and increase of band
intensities, respectively. Panel (b): time evaluation of aRaman for RAFT at T ¼ 333 K, d ¼ 150 nm at 2925 cm�1 and 1412 cm�1. Panel (c): time
evolution of the integrated intensity of the band around 2925 cm�1 obtained at T ¼ 333 K for d¼ 35, and d¼ 150 nm; Panel (d): the plot of ln[1�
a] versus time for RAFTwhere ameans the conversion rate. Panel (e): time evaluation of aRaman for FRP at T¼ 333 K, d¼ 150 nm at 2919 cm�1 and
1410 cm�1. Panel (f): time evolution of the integrated intensity of the band 2919 cm�1 obtained at T¼ 333 K for d¼ 35, 150 nm; Panel (g): the plot
of ln[1 � a] versus time for FRP where a as the conversion rate.
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increased in 59%, whereas for FRP only in 23%). In addition,
polyelectrolytes obtained within pores of 35 nm are character-
ized by lower Mn and higher Đ compared to those produced at
150 nm. According to literature data, these results might be
related to some changes in the local concentration of free
radical at specic pore diameter. It was demonstrated that
decreasing in pore diameter probably increases termination
6404 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 6396–6408
rate due to the higher value of the local concentration of radi-
cals, which in consequence leads to a slower rate of polymeri-
zation.33 Considering, in turn, the impact of the spatial
restriction on macromolecule properties it was evidence that
the diameter of pores strongly affected on the polymer molec-
ular weights and its distributions. The values of absolute Mn of
polyelectrolytes obtained within AAO templates of pore
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Table 2 RAFT and FRP of [OVIM][NTf2] performed under nanoscale

No
Pore diameter
[nm] Time [h]

Conversion
[%] DP Mnth [kg mol�1] Mn [kg mol�1] Đ

FRP
1 35 2 58 — — 88.1/12.3 3.1/2.1
2 150 2 81 — — 580.2 2.7

RAFT
3 35 2 12 47 36.5 20.6 1.4
4 150 2 71 284 221.5 509.7 1.2

Paper RSC Advances
diameter 150 nm are almost twice higher compared to theo-
reticalMn, whereas for polymers produced at 35 nm an opposite
situation is seen. Note that such correlations were observed
both for FRP and RAFT. An explanation of that may be related to
the production of the higher contribution of polymeric fraction
situated closer to the pore walls. This effect is less important for
pores of lower diameters since the interfacial layer gets much
smaller. In consequence, polymers produced at lower pore
diameters are much stronger physically attached to the pore
walls, and therefore their extraction from the matrices is more
difficult. Formation of the irreversibly adsorbed layers in thin
lms obtained for varied polymers supported on the aluminum
substrate that conrms our results has been extensively studied
by Napolitano group.34,35 However, to nd a detailed explana-
tion of this phenomenon, further studies are highly required. It
should also be stressed that described discrepancy might also
derive from the different solvation properties of poly(ionic
liquid) type molecule under the chromatographic conditions
used for the analysis or alternatively with the uncertainty (few
percents) in the determination of the monomer conversion
from the 1H NMR spectra.

In order to quantify the impact of the performed nano-
reactions on the properties of examined nanomaterials,
immediately aer the reaction, the polymerized samples were
measured using DSC technique, where they were cooled down
to T ¼ 140 K and measured with the heating rate of 10 K min�1.
DSC thermograms collected before and aer the reactions are
shown in Fig. 5a and b. As illustrated, all recorded DSC signals
exhibit the presence of two endothermic processes, that is
a manifestation of a double glass transition phenomenon, Tg. It
should be mentioned that the so matter under 2D conne-
ment conditions exhibits double glass transitions located below
and above the Tg of bulk material, widely reported in the liter-
ature for the various glass former liquids (including polymers)
under 2D connement.36–41 Note that accordingly to the two-
layer model proposed by Park and McKenna,42 this double Tgs
phenomenon refers to the two subsets of molecules character-
ized by different dynamics. Thus, the following fractions can be
distinguished: (i) the core molecules located in the center of the
nanoporous channels characterized by the Tg lower than the
bulk (Tg1) and (ii) interfacial subset associated with the mole-
cules attached at the surface of pore walls characterized by the
Tg higher than the bulk (Tg2). In this context, the presence of two
Tgs observed before the reaction corresponds to different (core
and interfacial) subsets of monomer (or rather its mixture with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
initiator) conned within AAO templates; while, Tgs detected
aer the reaction are related to two fractions of the nascent
polymers produced at the walls of applied nanochannels and in
their centers. It should be highlighted that the presence of two
glass transition temperature within polymerized systems is
widely reported in the literature and has been previously re-
ported, i.e., for curing of bisphenol M dicyanate ester40,43 and
trimerization of a mixture containing mono- and difunctional
cyanate ester.44 Values of all recorded Tgs plotted as a function
of pore diameter are presented in Fig. 5c and d. One can see that
both Tgs increase aer the polymerization in each case, indi-
cating signicant changes arose within the whole examined
system (at both the surface and center of the nanoporous
matrix) during the polymerization. Nevertheless, it should be
mentioned that this increase is higher in the case of RAFT
reactions which reaches DTg, low ¼ 18 K and DTg, high ¼ 19 K;
while for the FR polymerization, DTg, low¼ 11 K andDTg, high¼ 8
K. Note that DTg, low ¼ Tg, low (aer the reaction) – Tg, low (before
the reaction) and DTg, high ¼ Tg, high (aer the reaction) – Tg, high
(before the reaction) (the trend of changing Tgs is indicated by
arrows in Fig. 5c and d). We supposed that the observed DTgs
might be a result of a difference in the monomer conversion
and properties of produced macromolecules (Mn and Đ). It
should be mentioned that in the case of FRP within AAO
templates of pore diameter d ¼ 35 nm, we obtained polymer
characterized by high dipspersity Đ � 2, with monomer
conversion a ¼ 51%; thus, one can indicate that the smaller
increase of Tgs might be due to either: (i) the presence of
residual monomer, (ii) low Mn of produced macromolecules
and/or (iii) signicantly broad distribution of obtained polymer
chains bimodal GPC signals indicate presence of at least two
fractions differing in Mn. Note that in the case of FPR under
connement, dispersity value reaches Đ �3 and the obtained
chromatogram is bimodal, see (ESI†); therefore, one can
assume that also Đ seems to have an important impact on the
observed behavior, especially under connement, where
various polymer chains might interact with the surface differ-
ently, leading to low increase of Tg. On the other hand, in the
case of RAFT nanoreactions carried out in pores the produced
macromolecules are characterized by Đ ¼ 1.17–1.39 with
a monomer conversion varying between a ¼ 12–71%. Never-
theless, despite such small conversion, the difference in Tgs
equals DTg, low ¼ 18 K and DTg, high ¼ 19 K. Thus, one can
assume that the dominant effect on the change of Tg has the
properties of produced macromolecules as observed herein.
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 6396–6408 | 6405



Fig. 5 Panels (a and b): DSC thermograms collected before and after the reaction carried out within AAO templates of d ¼ 35 nm; Panels (c and
d): pore diameter dependence of the glass transition temperature of nanomaterials before and after the reaction.
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The ndings reported herein clearly demonstrated that
spatial restriction seems to have a stronger impact on kinetic
aspects of the reaction leading to, i.e., an increase of the reac-
tion rate, a decrease of polymerization timeframe of sterically
hindered [OVIM][NTf2]. In the context of reaction thermody-
namics, one can recall that, as shown for step-growth poly-
merization, the reaction carried out at the nanoscale were
reported to be characterized by the same activation energy as in
the case of reaction performed at the macroscale.45 Neverthe-
less, it should be stressed that there is a lack of systematic
studies dealing with this issue, which might be helpful in better
understanding of the progress of polymerization at the nano-
scale mostly because the connement effect has not been fully
understood. In this context, it should be mentioned that basic
parameters such as viscosity, density, mobility, the surface
tension of the so materials incorporated into porous matrix
vary signicantly. Moreover, due to additional interactions
between host and guest materials, there are at least two, three
6406 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 6396–6408
fractions of molecules having a completely different set of
physical properties. One can also remind that wettability,
contact angle, and interactions quantied by specic interac-
tions as well as interfacial energy between porous matrix and
given monomer will affect kinetics and thermodynamical
parameters of the polymerizing system in porous templates.46,47

Moreover, one cannot forget that the so matter under 2D
geometrical constraint is characterized by higher effective free
volume than macroscale material.24,48 In this context, the
comprehensive studies carried out for various glass-forming
liquids incorporated into both silica and alumina nanoporous
indicate that the reduced packing density is responsible for the
enhancement of their molecular dynamics.49,50 Therefore by the
analogy, one can assume that all of these factors (nite size,
surface interaction and free volume) have their own contribu-
tion and impact on the examined reaction under connement.
The observed signicant acceleration of reaction time might be
caused by either variation in pore diameter or free volume
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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generated by the applied 2D hard connement. What is more,
our recent studied on the polymerization at nanoscale indicated
that AIBN might decompose to free radical at 30 �C due to
a specic host-AIBN interaction, which in some way caused the
nonthermal activation of the applied initiator.25 Note that
generally the application of spatial restriction affects/decreases
the phase transition temperature of conned materials.51,52

With this in mind, we suppose that each of the effects that are
the nite size, surface interaction and free value inuence on
the variation of both activation volume, energy and reaction
enthalpy. However, as mentioned above this issue has not been
addressed yet and requires further studies. In addition, nano-
polymerizations performed within AAO templates were char-
acterized by ‘pseudo-living’ nature up to the end of reaction as
well as polymer molecular weights were much higher than those
obtained from the polymerization performed at atmospheric
pressure. Compared to the results obtained from the high-
pressure studies, the connement effect has contributed most
to the reduction of the reaction time necessary to obtain
a product with a comparableMn from tens to 2 hours. However,
one aspect should be pointed out, the small amount of
produced polymer under connement (a fewmilligrams) makes
this kind of polymerization a method only for special non-
commercial applications in contrast to the high pressure,
cost-effective and easy industrial methodology, where polymers
can be produced on a large scale. On the other hand, the
controlled nanopolymerization under connement is a method
of choice to develop polymers with precisely controlled nano-
wires and/or nanotubules structure.

Conclusions

As presented, we reported the rst work devoted to the RAFT
and FRP polymerizations of low-polymerizable, sterically
hindered [OVIM][NTf2] carried out in two systems (high pres-
sure versus connement conditions) differing in effective free
volume. Our polymerization methodology gives us the
outstanding opportunity of producing polyelectrolytes with
much higher Mn and lowers Đ within much shorter reaction
time compared to the polymerization performed both at
ambient pressure or macroscale. It was demonstrated that the
application of hydrostatic pressure could both increase the
propagation rate of OVIM and decrease the rate of initiation and
free-radical bimolecular termination. Interestingly at p ¼
1200 MPa, the uncontrolled free-radical polymerization proceed
in a controlled manner similar as for LRP methods yielding
polyelectrolytes of moderate Mn ¼ 58.7 kg mol�1 and relatively
narrow disperisties Đ ¼ 1.7. In the case of FRP and RAFT
nanopolymerizations the using of AAO templates as nano-
reactors resulted in higher reaction rates and production of
polymers of better properties compared to those obtained at
macroscale high-pressure conditions. The strong impact of pore
diameter of molecular weights and dispersities of resulted
polymers has also been demonstrated. Although it must be
stressed that the ‘pseudo-living’ nature of the reaction has been
reported in both types of connement polymerizations (FRP
and RAFT), in case of the former method, the content of side
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
reactions was much higher with respect to the LRP process,
resulting in polymers of broader molecular weights distribu-
tions. Additionally, in the case of nanopolymerization the
applied AAO templates also enabled us to produce polymers of
nanowires and/or nanotubules architecture/structure. At the
same time, both proposed alternatives allowed carried out
reaction without metal-based initiators/catalysts, satisfying the
requirement of green chemistry, which seem to be crucial in any
further advanced industrial application.
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